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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

SEP19 1309 2 1325 1292 1307 SEP19 97,55 0,30 98,95 96,75 97,25

NOV19 1335 0 1351 1321 1335 DEC19 101,10 0,30 102,45 100,35 100,80

JAN20 1364 1 1380 1350 1363 MAR20 104,70 0,20 106,05 104,00 104,50

MAR20 1394 3 1405 1378 1391 MAY20 107,15 0,30 108,10 106,40 106,85

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1350 & 1310-1285
Resistances: 1405, 1440 & 1500

New York ICE:

Supports: 100,00, 96,25 & 90,00
Resistances: 102,50 & 103,75, 106,00 & 114,00
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last high low

1,11059 1,1115 1,10699

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

President Mario signaled ease monetary policy to be announced already on the next September meeting of the ECB, and while he did not give much details,

market participants believe in lower interest rates followed by new asset purchases.

In the United States GDP growth in the second quarter of the year was higher than expected helped by strong consumption - despite macroeconomic
uncertainties. With stimulus coming from other G7 economies the US dollar strengthened sharply in the past ten days, as the market had already priced a rate
cut of 0.25% on the FOMC meeting of past Wednesday.

Stock markets remain strong with the S&P500 hitting new highs, but commodity indices had moved lower in the end of July, after rising at the middle of the

month.

US employers kept adding workers at a healthy pace in July and wage gains picked up, underlining a solid labor market ahead of this week’s Federal Reserve
interest-rate cut and President Donald Trump’s threat to ratchet up tariffs on Chinese goods.

As we are approaching the end of the harvest from the main origin the need to generate cash from producers diminishes and as we are also a few months away

from mild-coffee crops we might experience a slow flow of beans if New York does not move up.

Exporters are reporting great difficulties to replace their sales at the local market as producers simply do not follow ICE-NY falling levels. They resist to accept
the current low prices. Some "ready for export" qualities reported trading but in small quantities as local millers are complaining about low flow of offers from
producers as well.

A cold front is expected to reach South of the country this weekend. It will bring very low temperatures close to Zero Celsius for the mountains of Rio Grande do

Sul and Santa Catarina. Coffee areas of Parana, Sao Paulo and South of Minas should read one-digit temperatures but with no frost risks at all.

Harvesting activities are advanced with about 10% to finish. According to wire news Safras & Mercados, 90% of the crop has been harvested, more or less
equivalent to 53 million bags from a total crop of 58.9 million bags, according to their own estimate.

Brazil's Central Bank decided yesterday, in the 4th meeting of the Monetary Policy Committee this year, to cut by 0,50 points the Selic interest rate to a low-
record of 6,00%. This cut was beyond market expectations and could have the aim to help economy recovering. Inflation is running at very low levels, even

below 4,50% target. If we consider to take the inflation out, the net interest rate is about 1,50% a year.

Real, after starting the week trading firm, lost strength reaching BR$3,86 today. It recovered marginally at the end of the session, closing at BR$3,848. It closed

last Thursday July 25th at BR$3,784.

Despite a lower reference coffee prices of the ICE, domestic prices remained firm on continued shrinking inventory and scarce supplies, especially for standard

grade 2, 5%. New crop, although developing well, is expected to be harvest only in the 2nd half of November if weather permits.

Vietnam has exported 2,17 million 60 kg bags or 130,147 tons of coffee in July, as per preliminary data from Plant Protection Department, slightly lower than a
year earlier when the country officially did 134,612 tons.

Japan’s has imported annually between 400,000 to 500,000 tons of coffee beans since 2000, mainly from Brazil and Vietnam. For 2018, they imported 98,000
tons from Vietnam.

Coffee exports from Honduras for the first ten months through July 31 totaled 6.29 million bags of 60kg, down 2.74% from the same period in the previous

year when exports at 6.47 million bags (IHcafe).

India - Total permits issued for Indian Coffee Exports including Indian Coffee Instant (Soluble) from 1st Jan until 29th July 2019 remained marginally higher

(1.32%) compared to same period in 2018. Monsoon rains remained active this week across the coffee growing regions.

The body of “Coffee Day” founder has been found nearly two days after he went missing, according to TV reports on past Wednesday. Son of a coffee plantation
owner, V G Siddhartha created the Indian rival of Starbucks but his sudden disappearance and a letter by him alluding to pressures from a private equity partner
to buy back shares have left many questions answered. Siddhartha, around 60, currently had 200 exclusive retail outlets selling his brand of Coffee Day powder

all over South India. ABC is also India's largest exporter of green coffee. Company is professionally managed and led by a competent leadership team, which will
ensure continuity of business, the CCD Enterprise said in a regulatory filing.

The global raw coffee beans consumption has grown at the rate of 4.08% and expected to grow further during 2019-2024. Europe is the largest consumer

and exporters of raw coffee beans in the world, accounting for more than 28% of the global consumption. However, in recent years, raw coffee beans
consumption has increased dramatically in other countries like China and Philippines at the rate of 15% and 6% during the period 2014-2018.

Starbucks Coffee Company has announced plans to make Starbucks Delivers available throughout the U.S. in early 2020 through an agreement with Uber
Eats as the preferred delivery provider of Starbucks items. The intention to expand follows an 11-market roll-out which demonstrated successful operational

integration and received positive customer response to an effortless high-quality experience consistent with the Starbucks brand.

Scotland is considering applying an approximate 25 to 30 U.S. dollar cent surcharge on disposable coffee cups to help cut down on the estimated 200 million
used in the country every year. The levy is one of several recommendations the Expert Panel on Environmental Charging and Other Measures put forward to the

Scottish Government to encourage greater use of reusable alternatives.
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